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-　Fine articles which will be valued 100 years later　-

北斗の拳
武論尊・原哲夫/NSP 1983, 版権許諾証　HIA-408

Berserk is a fantasy chronicle written and illustrated by Kentaro Miura set in 
medieval Europe. Berserk has a profound story development that has 
established itself worldwide as a unique representation incorporating both a 
vast feeling of scale and a realistic portrayal of detail. Berserk is not mere manga, 
but is a Japanese masterpiece highly regarded all over the world.  As an official 
Berserk licensee, we have developed over 400 Berserk official products.

After “Berserk”、and “Hokuto no Ken”  (“Fist of the North Star”), we began 
development of “GANTZ” products in 2012.  “GANTZ”  has a very tense 
atmosphere throughout the whole story, and every character has a personality 
with an attractive quality. Based on the theme of “Battle” , we have introduced 
high-level “GANTZ”  statues to the world.

15th Anniversary Commemorative Product  KATOU- Battle for Justice. (Masaru Katou)
15th Anniversary Commemorative Product  GANTZ Kurono Kei-1/5 scale 

「Hokuto no Ken」
 25th Anniversary  Commemorative Product

「Ken-Oh Kabuto」1:1 scale

“Hokuto no Ken” 
(“Fist of the North Star”)

「Hokuto no Ken」is one of the most popular Japanese 
manga series, and has been successfully adapted into anime
and games. We produced a collection series featuring Raoh 
(Ken-Oh), the principal character of “Hokuto no Ken”.

To commemorate 20th Anniversary of ART OF WAR, we start a complete new 
series,“For Honor”, “developed by Ubisoft Montreal in collaboration with other 
Ubisoft studios”. For Honor offers an engaging campaign and thrilling multiplayer 
modes. Players embody warriors of the three Great Factions – the bold Knights, the 
brutal Vikings and the deadly Samurai – which represents the real battle and is a 
magnificent action game. 

In this game, the theme like “History” & “Samurai Warlords” is included, where our 
company is also established with the same theme since the very beginning. Also, we 
have developed many products with the theme of “Medieval Knights” and “Vikings” 
in the past years. Therefore, we have started to develop the statues of “For Honor” 
thinking that we are the only company who can reproduce historical warriors of East 
and West faithfully. 

First Series - The KENSEI

Second Series -  The Warden  *Estimated Release on 2018

“SAMURAI ANIMALSTM”  is an original story and character developed 
  by ART OF WAR (KENSIN Co., Ltd)

To commemorate the 20th Anniversary with the brand name, ART OF WAR ( 孫子の兵法), 
it is our honor and perfect start to work on a new game series this year. Hence, we would like 
to pour our technologies which has been cultivated until now and deliver it to the people all 
over the world.

Founded in 1984, LIMA-the International Licensing Industry Merchandisers’
Association- is the leading trade organization for the global licensing industry. 
Every year LIMA organizes its International Licensing Excellence Awards, the most 
prominent and respected validation of licensing activity worldwide. 
In the final nomination announcement at the 2015 award ceremony held during 
the Licensing Expo in Las Vegas, U.S.A in June. 
Kensin’s original property, Samurai Animals, was nominated as one of five finalists 
in the 2015 Best Character or Toy Brand Program of the Year category. 
Kensin achieved well-deserved recognition for Samurai Animals as a final nominee 
against strong competition from much larger brands.

©2017 Ubisoft Entertainment.

“LIMA INTERNATIONAL LICENSING AWARD- Nominated as a finalist”

Samurai Animals is an original character brand launched by ART OF WAR (KENSIN 
Co., Ltd). The 12 Animals of the Zodiac are divided into two warring armies, with each 
side fighting for their own version of justice. 
People can identify themselves with a particular animal character depending on the 
year of their birth. 
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We are production specialists and consultants in molding statues and developing original design art 
and crafts. We offer high quality services in planning, market development, designing, molding, creating 

fabrication, finishing and distribution of all kinds of three dimensional fine art molds. We have clients from 

all over the worｌd, especially fans from USA, Europe, and Middle East.
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Company Profile

Company Objectives

Introduction of Kensin’s Valuable  Art 

■ Our aim is to be recognized as the world’s top  manufacturer of three-dimensional fine art molds.
Here at KENSIN CO., LTD., we design and manufacture three-dimensional fine art molds, placing the most importance 
on detailed and accurate representation of character products. We devote ourselves to providing the best quality products to 
people both in Japan and globally.

■ “BATTLE” is our theme.
Our registered trademark “ART OF WAR®” is derived from “The Art of War”, the Chinese military treatise written by Sun Tzu, 
and reflects our view that universal beauty exists in a struggle of “life” and “death”.  

■ “Authenticity” is our creative and production creed.
Authenticity rules our creative and production process.  All of our molding designers and artisans pursue the creation of genuine 
products working from actual, original samples in real settings. Accordingly, we devote long hours to researching a product including 
conducting interviews before we begin manufacturing in order to meet our customers’ high expectations.

Our company aims to preserve the outstanding traditional skills of Japanese armor productions for future generations.
Since its establishment, Kensin Co., LTD has continually led the way in researching and recreating samurai warriors from the 
Sengoku Period. Our skillful artisans and the artists are group of professionals engaged in developing high accolades for its authentic
reproduction of Sengoku period statues based on historical documents from the time.
Each expertly work on different product manufacturing tasks such as molding, assembly, finishing, and painting.
The final result is a product made of the highest quality.


